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With Volume 36 of Discrete Mathematiss, a Research Prgblem Section has 
been established. Problems in this section are intended to be research level 
problems rather than standard exercises. People wishing to submit such problem5 
should send them (in dupliate) to: 
Professor Brian Alspach, 
Depment of Mathematics, 
Simon Fraser University, 
Bumaby, B.C. WA lS6, 
Canada. 
The following should be included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originaQ 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a person willing to act as zi 
correspondent; and (3) references and other pertinent information. 
The Editorial Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earl,,, + if possible indicating the source of the information, fo; 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
will be passed along to readers from time to time in order to k&p them appsaisec I 
of the current status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about problems that appeared earlier: 
should write to Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond on tecnnical 
matters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
R&l~ 62 Posed by Martin Griitschel and W. R. Pulleyblank. 
Correspondent: Martin Gtitschel , 
If G=(V,E) is 
indexed by E. If 
satisfying x,F= 1 if 
PoWpe 
I; ~hrstuhl fiir angewandte Mathematik II 
LJniversitit Augsburg 
Memminger Str. 6 
@8900 Augsburg r” 
Fed. Rep. Germany l 
a graph, let RE denote euclidean IEl-space with coordinates 
FZ E is a subset of edges of G, then the vector xF E R ” 
eeFandxF= 0 if e$ F is called the incidence vector of F. Tk 2 
P’(G) = conv(x” E R”: (V, F) is a bipartite subgraph of 6) 
is called the bipatitt subgrqk polyrope of G. 
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Consider the folMving mo systems of inequalities: 
x x,bllc”(4, Canoddcycle,inG. 
eeC 
A gqqh o=(V,E) whik&atisfi~, ,,I” -_ _/ ” 
&(G) = (;;r E P: x satisfi~ (1) and (2)) 
is cabd weakly bipartite. 
All planar graphs are weakly bipartite, see (21. It is tivial that all bipartite 
graphs are weakly bipartite, but moreover, each graph which contains two vertices 
whose removal results in a bipartite graph is also r way bipartite [l]. 
Are there some other ‘nice’ classes of weakly bipartite mphs? In particular, 
are all graphs which are ppt contractiple to KS weal+y bipartite? Is there: a 
f-n rjji& &a&$&&ion &* ch’of &q&s? 
R&Nun 62. PoseA by Martin Giiifschel and W. R. Pulleyblank. 
cor#!@ondent: Martin oriitsch$+l 
Lehrstuhl fiir angewandte Mathematik II 
Wi$w&t& cAug#urg 
Memminger Str. 6 
D-8900 Augsburg 
Fed. Rep. wy 
For de&&ions and refererxes ee the preceding problem. 
It follows from [2] that the .pro+&m “Given a graph G, decide whether G is 
WL akly bipartite!9’ belotigs to class OO-JVX ti there a polynomial time tigorithm to 
decide whether a graph is weakly bipartite? 
111 F- Esrrabona, - some weakly bipartite gtapbs, .Rqxm No, WI?+ 83273-OR, Institut fiir - 
cknmmth Und operations Research, Ihivexsitiit &mu, Bcmn, Fed. Rep. Gemwany. 
121 hf. - aal w. R. hkyblar& WeaJr3y l&mttit,e graphs and thte mm-cut problem, 
Q=--ms Res. Lettem 1(1981) 23-27. 
